I like to play games when I have free time, there are many different options for me to choose; like PC games, smartphone’s games and the VR games. After choosing which game machine I will use it’s time for me to choose a game type. There are many different type of games in the store now. For example: Adventure, Sports, Action, First Person Shooter, etc.

The reason why I like to play games is because I like the feeling to play with my friends, and it’s fun to chat or discuss with yours friends while playing the games. Also, the VR games really attract me a lot, it’s a really wonderful experience to use VR playing games; I’m really look forward to the future VR technology.

There is an article that can show how will VR make games more interesting and realistic. According to the article, the author thinks that “with the help of the aforementioned headset or the so-called helmet, one can easily lose oneself in the process of a VR game, become a participant of breath-taking events and feel as if it all happens for real.” (Mark Debenham) He also mentioned that in the future the VR games can play with friends or online people. Also, the developers are trying to invent new things or update the machine, so the VR technology is become better and better.

There is another article that can support the previous article that I have written. This article classify to four points about the VR. The first one is that “Headset manufactures and third-parties alike are working on wireless solutions right now. (Andrew Whitehead) Second, the prices of the VR machines become lower now. The third one is that there are more better controllers now, so the game developer can create better games with those controllers. The last part is talking about that the Virtual Reality arcades are coming, and the VR technology will just become better and better.

I think the improve of VR technology really affect the gamer a lot. It starts a new era for gaming, and it changes how people play games. Not only use the mouse and the controller to play a 2D windows game, but also make you involve to the 3D game’s world. The more improve of the VR technology, the better games that people can experience. I think since the VR technology become more mature, the VR games will be more fun and have more functions to use; people can also easily
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afford the money of the VR machine. There are many resources show us that VR technology can influence the gaming world, so there will be more options for gamers to choose in the future; I’m really looking forward to it.
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In the Media

The TV shows name is Mr. Robot, it has three seasons and the total episode number is 32. The TV show has four main characters. The first main character is Elliot Alderson, who is really good at computer skill but has social anxiety and major depressive disorder disease. He has a sister and her name is Darlene, also good at computer. Tyrell Welac is E-Crop’s technical vice president, and Mr. Robot who is a Anarchsim person; try to make Elliot join the fsociety (Anti-Socialism). The TV show is about the Elliot Alderson’s story, he is a hacker and a informatics safety company’s member. He likes to find and report cyber crime, and one when he protect a company called E-Corp; he accidently meet the hacker organization who hack the company E-Crop which is the fsociety. Although Elliot think the main idea of the fsociety is same with him, he still think something is unusual. Will he help the fsociety or will he report them, it should be a good TV show to watch.

The TV show is around the hacker, so the most important technology they use will be computer. This technology is available in the current life, it’s available for everyone. However, if you want to be a hacker like the TV show, you need to have really good computer skills. Without the good computer skill, you cannot do things like the hacker do. You can only do something easy and normal, that’s simple for most of the people. Computer can either be a problem solving machine or a problem making machine. For example: In the TV show, a good hacker like the main character can use computer to report the cyber crime’ a bad hacker can use computer to attack other company. In the real world, there are also many crimes use computer to do bad things. But the computers also help human a lot, because it make many things become easier. Like storing date, searching things and organizing the money, so it depend on how human use the computer.

The main character Elliot use computer to protect company’s data and maintains the company’s technical security, and this influence his life; using computer just can’t make his social anxiety become better. People in the real life may affect by the hacker, their bank’s money maybe steal or their informatics maybe be spread to the global website. People need to pay more attention on the information. I think computer is ethical for human, because computer can help human solve many problems and if you don’t have a good computer skills you cannot do bad things with computers. But if you have a good computer skills and use computer to do bad things, then computer may be considered to unethical, so is really depend on how human will use it.
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There is an academic source that is talking about the cybersecurity, and it's talking about hacker and how to prevent it. This article show about the computer’s dangerous, because you may be hack or lost informatics while you are using the computer.

I think the computer may become a big part in the future world, because human are inventing new technology now, the society become informatization now. Therefore, the cybersecurity become more and more important. Computer can help human have a better life, it just make everything become simple. So I think in the five or ten years the computer will become more functional and simple.
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